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Looking for an adorable cuddly sleep sack for a little one? This super easy free project tutorial, written 

by Whimsy Couture™, shows you how to make one. Learn step-by-step how to transform a simple store-

bought Onesie® or baby T-shirt into a sensational Cuddle Sleeper with the addition of some Cuddle 

fabric.  

This sweet sleep sack features Robert Kaufman Cuddle prints from http://www.shannonfabrics.com/.  

View the entire collection here:  http://bit.ly/15AGxZf.  For this sleep sack, I used Spot Dot in Melon 

from Fly Away by Amy Schimler. See it here: http://bit.ly/1clwaxu.  

List of required materials: 

 Onesie or baby t-shirt 

 Cuddle fabric (all sizes require 1/2 yard of Cuddle) 

 Thread 

 Small package ¼” band elastic 

 Sewing machine 

 Serger for flower 

 Stretch/knit needle 

 Cutting mat 

 Rotary cutter 

 Measuring tape 

 Scissors  

 Straight pins 

 Vacuum or lint roller (sticky brush) 

 Basic sewing supplies, as needed 

 

Seam allowance: 3/8” unless stated otherwise 

To begin: cut out your Cuddle fabric in the desired length and 4 times the width of your Onesie/shirt. 

You need to cut 1 piece of Cuddle fabric for the body. You will also need to cut a round piece for the 

flower applique. Best is to trace a cup with a diameter of 2-3.5” depending on the size you are making. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.shannonfabrics.com/
http://bit.ly/15AGxZf
http://bit.ly/1clwaxu
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For this example I am making size 6-9m and I cut my Cuddle fabric to 19” long by 32” wide. 

 

TIP: to remove most of the fuzz, throw your cut piece and a damp towel into the dryer and set it on very 

low- low heat for about 10 mins. 

To prepare the Onesie/shirt: 

For my example I used a Onesie: 
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Cut the Onesie in half about 3-4” below the armholes: 

 

This is now my cut Onesie: 
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Serge the top and bottom edges of the Cuddle: 
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Pet/ feel the Cuddle to make sure that the nap is going in a downward direction. Fold down the top edge 

0.5” and pin, then sew in place right over the serged stitches: 

 

Repeat with bottom edge: 
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Cut your band elastic to twice the width of your Onesie/shirts’ front side plus 4”: 

 

Turn your Cuddle fabric with right side down, pin one end of the elastic to right underneath the fold. 

Using a zigzag stitch, sew the elastic in place by stretching it along the fabric making sure it’s running 

along the fold as shown: 
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Repeat with bottom edge. If preferred you can position the elastic a bit higher up (not to exceed 2” past 

the bottom edge): 

 

 

This is now your sewn-on elastic on top and bottom: 

 

If your elastic exceeds the Cuddle fabric, trim it off. If the Cuddle fabric exceeds the elastic, trim it off. 
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Depending on how much you have stretched the elastic, the top might be of a different width. 

To sew the Cuddle fabric piece together, place it with right side in, in front of you and pin both open 

edges together. Sew in place along the dashed lines using a straight stitch.

 

To sew the Cuddle tube to the Onesie/shirt: 

Insert Onesie/shirt into the Cuddle tube so that about 0.5-3/4 inch of the Onesie is tucked into the tube. 

TIP: to prevent the pins from attaching to the reverse side of the Onesie you can insert a book or small 

magazine into the tube and Onesie to separate both layers. 

Pin tube and Onesie together.  
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Using a small zigzag stitch, sew tube to Onesie along the dashed lines right along the sewn on elastic. 

Backstitch the end on one of the sides. Make sure that the tube got sewn to the Onesie all the way 

around.  

 

To make the circle flower: 

Take your circle of Cuddle fabric. Serge the edge. Thread a hand sewing needle with a double thread. 

Knot the end: 
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Fold the circle in half with right side in: 

 

Fold it in half once more so you will have a quarter circle. Insert the threaded needle into the corner tip 

as shown: 

 

Sew back and forth 3-4 times at the same spot. 
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While the thread is still connected, sew flower to the center front of the Onesie/shirt. Stitch back and 

forth 8-10 times to secure the flower well. Double knot the thread close to the Onesie/shirt on the 

inside and cut off thread. 

Your Cuddle baby sleep sack is done! 
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For more Cuddle projects please visit the sites below. 

You can find Shannon Fabrics Cuddle at your local fabric store or quilt shop. Here are a few stores across 

the country that carry a wide selection: Fabric Depot, Beverly's Fabrics, and Mary Jo's Cloth Store. You 

can also find Cuddle through many other online retailers. 

Find Shannon Fabrics here: 

 Website: http://www.shannonfabrics.com/ 

 Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/ShannonFabrics 

 Twitter: http://twitter.com/#!/ShannonFabrics  

 YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/user/ShannonFabrics  

 Pinterest: http://pinterest.com/shannonfabrics/ 

 Flickr: http://www.flickr.com/photos/shannonfabrics 

 

Find Whimsy Couture ™ here: 

 Pattern shop: www.whimsycouturepatternshop.blogspot.com/ 

 Etsy shop: www.whimsycouture.etsy.com/ 

 Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/WhimsyCoutureSewingPatterns  

 Pinterest:  http://pinterest.com/whimsycouture/    

 

http://www.shannonfabrics.com/
http://www.facebook.com/ShannonFabrics
http://twitter.com/#!/ShannonFabrics
http://www.youtube.com/user/ShannonFabrics
http://pinterest.com/shannonfabrics/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/shannonfabrics
http://www.whimsycouturepatternshop.blogspot.com/
http://www.whimsycouture.etsy.com/
http://www.facebook.com/WhimsyCoutureSewingPatterns
http://pinterest.com/whimsycouture/

